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WANT MORE?

Bad hair days
They happen to us all, but you don’t need to worry
about them anymore.
No matter what the problem, is you’ve got the
solutions at your fingertips now.
I believe your hair is your best accessory. You wear it
every day, and you can learn all the tips and tricks to
make you look and feel fabulous.
Don’t despair at bad hair days. Instead look forward
to turning them into your best hair day. This is the
start of your Hair Romance.

Let’s go!
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2

Hide those oily roots
Is your hair looking flat and oily? If the ends
of your hair still look ok, dry shampoo is
your fastest fix on bad hair days. Perfect
for when you’ve slept in and need to run
out the door in 60 seconds. It’s also my
go-to after a workout. If you don’t love
dry shampoo, you’re probably doing
it wrong. Here are my top 3 mistakes
to avoid when using dry shampoo. I
guarantee you’ll love this product when
you start using it the right way.

Get an instant volume fix
Flip your hair over and give the roots a blast with your hairdryer. This helps
to dry out any oil that is weighing your hair down, and gives your hair a
lift at the roots too. You can do this in combination with dry shampoo or
just on its own.

3

Switch up your part
If your hair just isn’t
sitting right, switch it
up. Move your part to
the opposite side that
you normally wear it or
try a middle part. You’ll
create so much more
volume on top and it
gives you a totally new
look. Hair saved in under
30 seconds.

15 WAYS TO BEAT A BAD HAIR DAY
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TUTORIAL:
EASY
4
BRAID
UPDO

Braid your bad hair day away

Try this easy braided updo when you need to tidy all
your hair away. Perfect for windy days and is totally
work appropriate.

What you need:
• Messy hair
• 2 small clear
hair elastics
• Bobby pins

Step-by-step:
1. Separate the top half of your hair for the first braid.
2. Create a braid by splitting your top section into three equal sections.
Cross the right over the middle, then the left over the right and continue
down.
3. Secure the end of the braid with your elastic.
4. Braid the bottom section. Repeat the same steps on the bottom section so
you have two braids in your hair.
5. Roll the bottom braid into a bun. Curve your plait around to form a bun and
pin in place with bobby pins. Don’t forget to tuck the ends in!
6. Wrap the top braid around the bun. My hair isn’t that long so it just fits around
my bun and I’ve tucked the ends under. Pin in place with bobby pins.

Need some help with braiding? My 30 Braids in 30 Days ebook is your

guide to braiding your own hair. Learn the basics and then move on to over
30 unique styles you can DIY.

5

Embrace the dirt

Did you know that dirty hair is the best for braids? It’s true! Hair that is
super clean and soft will fall out of braids and won’t stay in place. You
need to dirty-up your hair with dry shampoo or texture spray to make
your braids hold. If your hair is already dirty, just choose a braided style
and go!

6 Know when to start again

But some days just won’t go your way. If it’s really not working, it may be time
to start again. This is usually the case for me when I want to wear my hair with
my natural curls. I know I can let them air dry and so washing my hair doesn’t
take too long. If you like to blowdry your hair or you want to wear your hair
up, I have some quicker hairstyle solutions for you next. Make sure you’re
washing your hair the right way with my 10 tips for great hair.

7

Wake up with great hair
Lower your chances of a bad hair
day by fixing your hair as you sleep.
This works for both straight and
curly hair, though the technique is
slightly different. In either case, you
want to clip up your hair so that you
don’t mess it up as you sleep. Here
are the techniques for straight hair
and for curly hair.

Switch your pillowcase from cotton
to silk to smooth your hair as you
sleep. Cotton has more fibres,
which cause friction as you move
your head at night and creates frizz.
Silk is softer and smoother, and
you’ll wake up with shinier hair.

TUTORIAL:
THE TWIST
& PIN 8 Try the Twist & Pin
The Twist & Pin is my signature technique for putting my
messy hair up. It looks complicated but it’s really easy
to do. All you need are strong bobby pins. You can also
check out my video tutorial here.

What you need:
• Messy hair
• Strong bobby
pins

Step-by-step:
1. Begin at the top of your head. Take small sections of your hair and twist each
one around your finger. Then use your index finger on the other hand to loop
your hair. Depending on how long your hair is, twist each section into a small
bun or a figure-8 shape, coiling the hair around.
2. Continue down the back of your head, twisting your hair around your finger
and looping each twist around to sit flat against your head.
3. Pin in place with bobby pins. Weave your bobby pins through more than one
twist for added hold.

Once you’ve mastered this technique

you’ll always have a quick hairup fix. Take it further with my 30 Days of Twist & Pin Hairstyles ebook, which
teaches you over 35 hairstyles using my signature Twist & Pin techniques.

15 WAYS TO BEAT A BAD HAIR DAY
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9

Pump up the mega volume
If dry shampoo and blasting your roots just isn’t giving you the
volume you need, then styling powder is your secret weapon.
This super fine powder is a fine-haired girl’s best friend. Even with
my big hair, I love the extra volume it gives my curls. I don’t like it
when my hair’s flat on top and looks a little triangular. Sprinkle this
volume powder like salt on your roots and you rub it in with your
fingertips. BOOM. Volume++

10

Add an accessory
Feel like you’ve worn the same hairstyle all week? Add an accessory
and it totally changes the look. Take the donut bun for example. This
is one of my go-to styles for bad hair days and here are 15+ ways to
wear a top knot with different accessories. Or try this headband with
3 simple styles.

15 WAYS TO BEAT A BAD HAIR DAY
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TUTORIAL:
DONUT
11
BUN

Donut despair

Buns don’t have to be boring. The donut bun is my classic
bad hair day hairstyle.

What you need:
• A brush – I like a
paddle brush or
a bristle brush
• A comb
• An elastic
• Bobby pins
• Donut shaped
padding

Step-by-step:
1. Gather your hair into a high ponytail. I
find this is easier if I flip my head over and
brush my hair up, but whatever works for
you! Make sure you have a strong elastic
to hold your hair in the high ponytail.

evenly to cover the donut. Use bobby
pins to secure the ends of your hair. You
can also tuck your hair under the donut
to keep it neat.

5. Finish with a spritz of hairspray to smooth
any fuzzy flyaways. I like to smooth around
2. Pop your donut padding around your
my hairline, but I still keep the bun a little
ponytail. Try and use padding that is
close to your natural hair colour.
messy so that it looks more natural.
3. Tease your hair. Gently backcomb your Hair Romance Styling Tip: I like to tease
ponytail to create more volume so you the ponytail and wrap the top knot so
have enough hair to cover the donut.
that the hair is a little messy. I don’t like
4. Hide the donut by wrapping your to see an exact outline of the padding. I
hair around it. Find the centre of your pull at a few sections of hair to keep it a
ponytail and wrap your hair around little uneven, and more natural looking.

To take your bun to the next level, check out my ebook 30 Buns in

30 Days to learn over 33 bun hairstyles you can do in your own hair. You’ll
get more compliments on your bad hair days than you thought possible.

12

13

Say no to Hat Hair
You can wear a hat without getting
the dreaded hat hair. The trick is to
switch your part under your hat. So
if you normally part your hair to the
right, flip it over to the left before you
put your hat on. Then later, when you
remove your hat, flip your hair back
to the normal part. Like magic you’ll
have heaps of extra volume and no
weird hair dents. Hat hair avoided =
bad hair day beat.

Curly hair
Second day curly hair can
be tricky to work with.
Make sure you’re waking
up with great hair (see
point 6). Then you want
to refresh your curls by
taking a hot, steamy
shower. You can also use a
leave-in conditioner and /
or water spray to dampen
your curls and re-twist any
frizzy curls into shape.

15 WAYS TO BEAT A BAD HAIR DAY
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TUTORIAL:
LOW TWIST
+ PIN 14
BUNS

Style Your Hair When Wet

When you don’t have time to dry your hair in the morning,
try one of these styles to tidy your hair away in a workor school-appropriate style. Try these three hairstyle
solutions for those days and get 5 more wet hair hairstyle
tutorials here.

What you need:
• Wet hair
• Strong bobby
pins

Step-by-step:
1. Comb your hair back and split it into three equal sections.
2. Twist the middle section down and loop it around into a bun at the nape of
your neck. Pin in place with bobby pins.
3. Do the same with the right section, twisting it into a mini bun next to the first
bun. Secure it with bobby pins. I like to weave a pin through both buns to
make sure they stay in place.
4. Twist the left section into a matching bun and pin it level with the other two
buns.

15 WAYS TO BEAT A BAD HAIR DAY
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TUTORIAL:
SIDE TWIST
BUN
15

Twist Back Your Bangs
Try this easy tutorial in wet or dry hair to fix
any problems with your fringe.

What you need:
• Wet hair
• Strong bobby
pins
• A hair elastic

Step-by-step:
1. Make a deep side part on the right and comb your hair over to the left.
2. Start your rope twist at your part line. Take a 1-inch section of hair and twist it
under a 1-inch section of hair from your hairline.
3. Twist the sections together, then twist them under the next section of hair
from your hairline.
4. Keep adding in section of hair from your hairline and keep twisting your hair
back away from your face.
5. Once you have passed your ear, combine the twist with the rest of your hair to
create a side ponytail.
6. Twist your ponytail around to form a side bun. Keep this bun as neat or as
messy as you like. Pin in place with bobby pins.

15 WAYS TO BEAT A BAD HAIR DAY
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BONUS
TUTORIAL:
CURLY Everyday Updo
BUN

Here’s my everyday updo for when my curls aren’t playing
nice. It’s quick and easy, and keeps my hair up and out of
the way. Ideal for school or work, add an accessory and
you can take this style anywhere.

What you need:
• Strong bobby
pins
• A hair elastic
(optional)

Step-by-step:
1. Clip up the top section of your hair, from the top of your ears across the top
of your head. This will become the twists later.
2. Gather the rest of your hair into a low ponytail.
3. Twist it around to form a bun. Use bobby pins to secure the bun in place. I
don’t like to worry about being too perfect. It’s ok to be a bit messy if you like.
4. Unclip the top section and create a side part. I like a deep side part but do a
centre part if you prefer.
5. Twist the top right side and wrap it around your bun. Wrap it under your bun.
Pin in place with bobby pins.
6. On the left side, split your hair into two. Twist the lower section back around
your bun first. Twist it over the top of your bun.
7. Twist the last section back. Check that you’re happy with the front of your hair
then pin the twist around your bun.
8. Finish with a spritz of hairspray if you need it.
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Thank you so much for reading Hair

Romance and I hope you’re well on your journey to
loving your hair.
Each week I blog about hair and beauty with a focus
on easy tips and tricks to help you get ready fast.
Everyone wants extra time in their day and looking
good shouldn’t cost you more time than it needs to.
I’m not a hairdresser so if I can do it, I know you can
too.
I translate from my best friends who work in salons
to make it easy for you as the client to understand.
You have to look after your hair every day and I want
you to feel confident about making the most of your
best accessory: your hair.
It’s not about trends, but making you feel beautiful.
You can create a fabulous hair-drobe of styles for all
occasions.
Have fun with your hair!

Christina xx
15 WAYS TO BEAT A BAD HAIR DAY
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Want more?
30 BUNS IN
30 DAYS
30 BRAIDS IN
30 DAYS

BUY NOW!

30 DAYS OF TWIST
& PIN HAIRSTYLES
30 DAYS OF CURLY
HAIRSTYLES
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